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When party guests request a few tricks, be prepared. Ask for a coin, and perform some of the tricks

in this book. Because you will not have been aided by special stage apparatus, the results will be all

the more astonishing. As tricks with coins are so readily improvised, they are among the most

impressive forms of legerdemain.This book is the most complete treatise ever written on

sleight-of-hand coin conjuring. Celebrated magician J. B. Bobo has gathered here the best and most

useful of all coin tricks â€” not only his own, but those of some four dozen notable prestidigitators,

including such greats as Robert-Houdin, Professer Hoffman, and â€” the greatest of all coin

conjurers â€” T. Nelson Downs.All the tested, traditional methods of coin magic are here. Bobo has

added to these the best of the modern innovations, while eliminating all of the out-of-date and

impractical sleights of his sources. You will learn all about palms, holds, flips, switches,

change-over, steals, cuffing, sleeving, and other sleight-of-hand techniques; coin tricks requiring

special devices are also included. The author guides how systematically from basic techniques,

concealments, and vanishes, through integrated tricks, to complete routine acts (18 in all). His clear

explanations are splendidly complemented by 510 of Nelson C. Hahne's crisp

illustrations.Sleight-of-hand magic has consistently earned the respect of professional magicians. If

you are yet an amateur, this easy-to-follow manual â€” together with regular practice â€” is the surest

route to professional-level competence. For professionals, this volume is a convenient encyclopedic

reference that gathers in one place all the best coin magic from antiquity to modern times.
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This book is one of the true classics of magic. It contains the basics for almost all of coin magic. In

other words you wouldn't have to read any other book and you could still be a top-notch coin

magician.MCM contains everything you need to know concerning concealment, production and

alteration of coins. It has outstanding plots and routines and patter suggestions. It gives detailed

accounts of some of the most cherished and "pet" tricks and routines of some of the finest

"coin-men" in history. It is laid out very well with a fine index. It also has a history of coin magic.

There is so much here that no matter where you start reading, you'll find yourself saying, "hey, I

would really like to learn this!". Even though it is a fascinating read and fun to just glance through

and dream over, I contend that if you decide to pick an effect, sleight or routine out of MCM and are

determined to make it yours NO MATTER WHAT, you will be rewarded with the true wonder of

magical study...RESULTS! Many magic books contain great items but lack good explanation which

leads to frustration and lack of fulfillment. MCM has a unique quality about it. I think that is what I

like most. It really provides the necessary explanation and instruction to actually teach you...if you

let it and stay at it. But you have to want to read and study this book if you want the results.

Self-working coin tricks are very rare.While lecturing over the years I had the pleasure to meet many

of the contributors of MCM. This was like magic in itself for me. One quick story. I was running the

booth for Sasco Magic about 10 years ago at the St. Louis, IBM convention. Needless to say I was

demonstrating coin effects, day after day...all day.
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